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For 121 years we have not
failed to publish one single

time.

On average, our mistakes are miniscule
Typos - Spelling mistakes less than 1% on any
given week. (Pretty good, right... we think so!)
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Factual Errors - 1-2 mistakes/week, but most
weeks = error-free. (Probably not worth mentioning.)
Corrections - Mistakes are so uncommon we
rarely run corrections. (Can you see the line, me neither!)
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You wouldn’t believe the logistics involved in getting a paper out when there
is no Internet. Let’s just say that you can do a lot with

Technology and our friends at the Daily Journal have helped when we’ve
had problems. It’s a responsibility we don’t take lightly–the publishing of this
community newspaper. It would be easy enough to say “we won’t bother today”
when there are major snags. It would be a whole lot easier to not publish.
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This is our newsroom

a bunch of Macs, a few (very few) PCs, state-of-the-art software, and
“hardware” that is somewhat older. We manage to marry the latest and
greatest in computer technology, talent, and computer applications with
a press that has been printing your papers for over 40 years.
Our reporters work very long
hours. The sports reporter probably has the longest hours. He
spends most of the day in the
office typing his stories and helping with page layout. He goes
to high school football, hockey,
soccer, basketball, and volleyball
games. He takes in golf tournaments, curling bonspiels, Lakers’
games, and swim meets. Sometimes he even gets a Sunday off.
Our other reporters also spend
their days in the office working on
stories and page layout. They go
to town council meetings, school
board meetings, “Tour de Fort”
performances, school concerts,

auxiliary teas and socials, and lots
more. Most of these functions take
place after the normal working
day. They cover as much as they
can without complaining about 12
hour days. This is done so that
you can be informed about what
happens in your community and
the issues that will affect you.
They are all well-educated, dedicated, and pretty good-natured
about the hours they put in.
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So how does this happen every day?
Well, we have a crew of 30 or so very dedicated people,

when we get someone’s name wrong. All that aside, have
you ever wondered how we manage to get the paper
out every day and relatively error-free?
The Fort Frances Times has been publishing continuously
for 121 years. That’s quite a feat when you think about it
and a lot of typos. The Daily Bulletin has been delivered to
subscribers in Fort Frances for 84 years. Each morning we
start from scratch and every day we deliver a brand new
newspaper to your door or local newsdealer. No two days
are the same around here.

TYPOS?

It’s part of daily life in Fort Frances. Every weekday you get
your newspaper. Wednesday you get a big weekly edition.
We know you get a big charge out of finding typos and
errors in the paper (we aim to please). My husband loves it
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This is Mike.

He does all his
editing with a pencil.

We’ve had the same editor for almost
25 years. He came to us as a sports
reporter fresh from a degree in journalism at Carleton University. When
Harry Vandetti retired, he took over
the job. He spends long hours “editing” every story, scanning all the wire
service stories for anything relevant
to us, and makes a hundred decisions
every day on what will actually end
up in the paper.

